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Wow. One of the on-air reporters at pro-Trump One
America News Network (OANN) is a Russian national
*currently* on the payroll of Kremlin propaganda outlet
Sputnik News. 
 
He’s been working at both outlets simultaneously since
2017. 

Trump’s New Favorite Channel Employs Kremlin-Paid Journalist
Kristian Rouz appears on segments for One America News Network—ironic given
he is working for a Russian outlet fingered in the 2016 election attack.

https://www.thedailybeast.com/oan-trumps-new-favorite-channel-employs-kremlin-paid-…

During that time, the reporter (Kristian Brunovich Rouz) has peddled disinformation

& conspiracy theories about antifa, Hillary Clinton, George Soros, & the White

Helmets — all of which are frequent targets of Russian propaganda. 
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Trump’s New Favorite Channel Employs Kremlin-Paid Journalist
Kristian Rouz appears on segments for One America News Network
—ironic given he is working for a Russian outlet fingered in the 2016
thedailybeast.com

A bit more background on OANN’s pattern of peddling conspiracy theories, including

the Seth Rich conspiracy theory, which was allegedly planted by Russian intelligence. 
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OANN has pushed conspiracy theories about the White 
Helmets/chemical attacks in Syria (as seen below), Seth Rich, 
and Parkland school shooting survivors. Also aired blatant 
disinformation about Planned Parenthood, abortion, and Roy 
Moore’s accusers.  
 
... among other things. twitter.com/jettgoldsmith/…

Jett Goldsmith @JettGoldsmith
Replying to @RVAwonk
Also OANN: youtube.com/watch?v=CkKjcl…
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OANN is also the network that recently ran an interview with pro-Trump meme-

maker/troll Carpe Donktum and lied about his identity. 
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Replying to @RVAwonk

Jack Posiebec did the interview in which OANN lied (twice) about 
the identity of the interviewee and tried to pass off as a pro-
Trump meme maker as a “social media 
analyst.”twitter.com/rvawonk/status…

Caroline Orr @RVAwonk
Wow. Pro-Trump outlet One America News Network (OANN) aired an 
interview w/ a man it ID’d as Dennis F. Charles, “a conservative social 
media analyst.” 
 
OANN didn’t disclose that it wasn’t his real name — nor did they 
disclose that “Charles” = Carpe Donktum 
buzzfeednews.com/article/craigs…
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Trump has regurgitated disinformation straight from OANN, too.  
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I wonder how many how many times he has regurgitated propaganda from the dual

OANN/Sputnik “reporter”?  
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Replying to @RVAwonk

On Oct 20, 2017, One America News ran a segment claiming 
that a new report showed UK crime had risen 13% “amid spread 
of radical Islamic terror.” 
 
The problem? No such report even existed. They made it up. 
 
...yet, w/in minutes, Trump was tweeting about the fabricated 
“findings”.
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